MEMORANDUM FOR: DIRECTOR, NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

SUBJECT: Special Mission Guidance for POPPY - Mission
STRAWMAN 4 - Missions 7167/7236/7240
and URSALA 1 - Mission 7338

The SIGINT OVERHEAD RECONNAISSANCE SUBCOMMITTEE (SORS)
recommends the following special mission guidance for POPPY -
Mission STRAWMAN 4 - Missions 7167/7236/7240 and URSALA 1 -
Mission 7338:

1. Provide coverage of Soviet shipborne emitters in the
Sea of Japan area for Time Critical Reporting (TCR) during the
period 7 December 1972 through 30 January 1973. Desired area
of coverage is bounded by:

44°N/135°E
44°N/104°E
48°N/140°E
48°N/142°E

Emitters of interest are:

classified by BYEMAN 1
Exempt from General Declassification
Schedule of E.O. 11652, Exemption
Category: 5B(2), Automatical Declassified on: Impossible to Determine

NO FOREIGN DISSEM
2. Request Time Critical Reporting within six hours after initial intercept if possible. Reporting resulting from this collection should be flagged "Special Sea of Japan Support" and be addressed to CINCPACFLT, Info and COMNAVJAPAN; normal SEALOR and GRENADA reporting should be made.